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+13038407900 - http://www.vyrestaurant.com/

The place from Parker offers 16 different dishes and drinks on the menu at an average $17.1. What User likes
about Vy Sushi And Asian Fine Dining:

Attentive service, the Bun Bo Hue (GF, pho) was off the hook! Delicious summer rolls (we had pork), good sushi
and great prices and selections on HH beer/wine. ?? read more. As a visitor, you can use the WLAN of the place
free of charge, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and eat. What Olenka Dubchak doesn't like

about Vy Sushi And Asian Fine Dining:
I ordered takeout Vy Boat $80) and Delux Boat $80), spring rolls, kids pho and a few individual rolls. Sadly was
extremely disappointed with the sushi. It was dry, not much flavor and to compensate for it they drown it in very

hot spices. Poor value for the price of the boat, would have been cheaper to order individual rolls. We also didn’t
get the salads and soups that were supposed to come with the boats. read more. If you want to a beer after work
and hang out with friends, Vy Sushi And Asian Fine Dining from Parker is a good bar, on the menu there are also
a lot of Asian menus. The Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an important part of Vy Sushi And Asian Fine Dining.
Anyone who finds the everyday and generally known menus too boring should approach with a willingness to

experiment and try some exciting combination of ingredients taste, and you can look forward to the tasty classic
seafood cuisine.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Kin� Californi� Roll�
DRAGON ROLL $18.0

Mai� course�
SUSHI

Seafoo�
STEAK SEAFOOD $35.0

Sprin� Rol�
SUNSET ROLL $16.0

Water
SODA

Soup an� Sala�
SALMON SKIN SALAD $10.0

Specialt� Sush� Platter� 
CHILI PONZU YELLOWTAIL $12.0

Drink�
DRINKS

Premiu� Fusio� Entree�
OCEAN TRIO $42.0

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

Appet�er�
JALAPENO BOMBA $10.0

ONION SOUP $3.0

Ingredient� Use�
SHRIMP $13.0

CHICKEN $12.0

PORK MEAT
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